
Customizing vs Digitizing 
Machine embroidery software falls into two general categories - customizing & digitizing.    Other 
brands may have “big” programs that do BOTH functions OR single stand alone programs that have 
specific jobs.  We will focus on the Embrilliance software lineup which runs in the Embrilliance platform.  

Embrilliance Express - free forever - has ONE job. Runs 
natively on Mac or Windows.  Allows you to install and use BX 
files which are either alphabet design collections or design 
libraries and save the result to your format.  This is the BASE 
program and what is in common with all the other Embrilliance 
design software titles.  Want to do something else - you need a 
different program.

Customizing software - existing designs, stitch files - PES, JEF, VIP etc. Using stitch based software 
you can change the stitch file to be unique to you.

• Merge designs, resize with stitch recalculation, changing colors, add lettering, move stuff around 
the hoop, print templates

• Create monograms, create stylized lettering, create cut files for appliqués

• Sort colors, remove hidden stitches, add color breaks, split for multi position hoops

• chop up designs, fix outlines by adding or moving stitches, adjust compensation

• create multiple hoop layouts, continuous borders

Digitizing software - creating designs from scratch.  Use a graphic as 
a guide or inspiration to create the design.  Use the tools of the 
software as a carpenter would.  

• Create a plan or vision of what you want the finished stitched 
design to look like.  

• Is this a one shot design? commissioned logo? artistic piece? 
“what is your motivation for investing time in creating this 
embroidery design from scratch?”

• What type of embroidery style will this be? Appliqué, traditional 
filled? red work? free standing lace?

• What will it be stitched on - what type of fabric?  Location? does number of color changes/
machine stops matter? are you going to stitch multiples? Is pathing important (jumps vs traveling 
stitches)? 

• Is this a logo? i.e. does it have lettering?  If so can you use a pre-digitized font or do you have to 
create the lettering as part of the design? 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NOTE: Autodigitizing is 
a computer generated 
stitch file.  The software 
“looks” at the graphic file 
and attempts to create a 
stitch file that resembles 
that graphic file

Want more information on 
what is the BX format? 

www.Sew-Bubbles.com and 
in the Search section, type in 
BX fonts to find the post with 

website & video links

Check out the Embrilliance Software  
If you use my affiliate link, I will make a small commission 

from any purchase on the Embrilliance website.  THANK YOU!!  
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/sewbubbles
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Educational Resources available to you 
Embrilliance website:  www.Embrilliance.com  - Use the best resource for your situation!

• Downloads - most current version of the software AND the manual in PDF format

• Program help - also searchable but you can take notes in PDF file

• FAQ - yes, they keep track of the questions most often submitted to customer support

• User’s forum - searchable forum on the Embrilliance website SHARE! section has free BE 
and BX files and more!

• Customer support - submit a ticket using Contact Us at www.Embrilliance.com

• EVERY SINGLE ticket is responded to

• Create a login so you can access support from any device at any time

• Where you should report bugs, crashes, ask questions you are “stumped” on, and 
make suggestions

Facebook Groups - Brilliant Embrilliance & StitchArtist Addicts - run by those that USE the software 
DAILY!!  Read the pinned post and follow the rules.  Facebook is SOCIAL MEDIA not tech support.  

Quick Overview of Embrilliance Platform programs 
Embrilliance is the name of the company 
and the “platform” that all of the customizing 
and digitizing programs run on.  When you 
purchase a program, you get a serial 
number that “unlocks” one of the rooms in 
the Embrilliance House.  You can play with 
all the tools and functions in that room.  

When you decide that you want other 
features and functions, you purchase the 
serial number for that program or “room in 
the house” and now you have access to 
BOTH of those rooms after you add the 
serial number and restart the program.

Adding serial numbers is done by opening 
the Embrilliance platform and going to the 
Help > Serial numbers dialog.  You enter in 

the serial number, click Set and restart the program.  There is even a video on the Embrilliance youtube 
channel that shows exactly how this is done:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wg80ib0FosI&index=6

Each program is stand alone and has a job that it does very well.  Just like you don’t expect your 
refrigerator to be able to bake lasagne, you shouldn’t expect ONE Embrilliance software to do more 
than its job.  The “common” functions are in Express.  This is why each program has its own description 
and their is no table comparing the programs - it would be a really silly looking comparison table.
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Essentials is the most popular program because it does what most people want to do in their software 
on a daily basis:

Merge, Resize with Stitch Recalculation, Remove hidden stitches, 12 built in fonts for lettering 
and monogramming, pull compensation and density adjustments for BX fonts, color sort, create 
cut files, add a basting box, split for basic format multi-position hoops

For more information, click here  
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/aff_tools/sewbubbles/tool/text_links/2

Enthusiast - when you want more control, want to push the envelope and be done faster.

Stitch editing - slicing, splitting, moving, adding, and adjusting pull compensation at the stitch 
level (blows away objects), multiple hoop layouts - more than Essentials and includes those 
hoops that require a bit more TLC because of their characteristics AND allows you to create 
your own multi-hoop layouts for rehooping, quick functions such as knockdown, scatter, repeat, 
mirror x4 and carrousel.  

For more information, click here  
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/aff_tools/sewbubbles/tool/text_links/7

StitchArtist - digitizing - create original designs in various styles - 3 levels explained on the website 
and YES you can create beautiful designs with any level.  

For more information, click here  
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/aff_tools/sewbubbles/tool/text_links/11

Density Repair Kit (DRK) - analysis and design density adjustments - automatic based on fabric type 
selected OR using the density tuning.  

This is the program that gets rid of the “ka-thunk-a-thunk-a” stitching on super dense but WELL 
DIGITIZED designs.  This program was NOT developed to fix designs that are so poorly 
digitized you shouldn’t waste thread stitching them - watch the DRK Superman video to 
remember the sample from the booth!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23HhW0tTSJI

It also has the vacuum button for removing the “dimples and dips” from well digitized designs 
that have too many stitches in certain spots - remember the eyeballs.

For more information, click here  
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/aff_tools/sewbubbles/tool/text_links/6

AlphaTricks - create keyboard fonts from alphabet design collections, rename mapped fonts, hide 
fonts, adjust things like baselines & spacing.

Remember we talked about renaming fonts so that all of your 1inch fonts were grouped together

If you rename your fonts - remember that the View > About this design will show you the original 
name and digitizer information for all fonts used on that page.

For more information, click here  
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/aff_tools/sewbubbles/tool/text_links/12

Additional handouts can be downloaded from my website:
http://sew-bubbles.com/shop/ to find the links to class notes
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